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spotlight || leisure

Pools With a View 
Swim to the edge of the world and back in the most incredible pools on earth.   

|  BY HAYLEY DULIN 

Hanging Gardens Ubud
Bali, Indonesia 
Suspended high above the Indonesian jungle, the split-level infinity pool at The Hanging Gardens Ubud gives the unique 
sensation of swimming above the treetops. The upper level features an expansive pool deck with a full-service bar, while 
the lower level is almost hidden for ultimate relaxation and privacy. Book a poolside spa treatment or simply relax on one 
of the plush lounge chairs with a piña colada in hand.
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Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc
Antibes, France  

Overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, the storied pool at Hôtel 
du Cap offers idyllic views of the French Riviera and the 

mega-yachts that berth in its waters. It was primarily a winter 
destination until 1914, when the Eden Roc pavilion was 

built and the saltwater infinity pool carved out of the basalt 
rock cliffs. The famed hotel has since been the summer 

destination of choice for socialites, celebrities and tycoons. 
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Marina Bay Sands Hotel and Sands SkyPark 
Singapore 

For those not afraid of heights, take in some of the world’s most incredible views at 
the pool on the 57th floor of the Marina Bay Sands Hotel. The largest and highest 
infinity pool in the world offers views of Singapore’s financial district and Marina Bay 
that are second to none.
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Grand Hotel Tremezzo  
Tremezzo, Italy  

Located on the western shore of Lake Como, the floating pool at Grand Hotel 
Tremezzo is an enchanting oasis resting on the lake’s surface — literally. Take a 
dip in the crystal-clear pool set among the Grigne mountain range and enjoy the 
unparalleled views of Bellagio. For sunbathing and relaxing, take up residence on a 
lounge chair on the nearby man-made beach and watch the sailboats glide by.
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